
SAVIDAS BIO!
!
Blending genres, pushing boundaries and mixing new, 
exciting sounds & old school rhythms. Stylistically melding 
roots, reggae, folks and funk into a completely original 
sound. Australia’s own Savidas, are the combined talents of 
Gumpy (Vocals, Guitar) and Uma (Vocals, Drums). Playing 
their own mash up of funky styles has  earn’t their music 
with the unusual title of Bluegrass - Hip-Hop. This highly-
skilled two-piece has been thrilling audiences all throughout 
Australia and more recently Japan where they did a 6 week 
tour from Tokyo to Osaka and Kyoto to Yokohama they 
rocked the stages from huge venues to intimate little club 
and showed the Japanese punters their ability to bring the 
crowd into their songs, breaking the walls down of 
communications barrier Savidas proved their music really is 
the international language of funky love. –  Savidas were 
joined on stage in their Japanese tour by the guitar virtuoso 
Isaac Scott aka Dr.Lock who is renowned in Cairns Australia 
as a one man symphony with his multi-stylisitic guitar and 
beat box jams  – !
Savidas have rocked some of the best venues & festivals 
throughout Australia such as the command performance for 
the Lord Major of Melbourne and Melbourne town hall. 
having won won Cairns Battle of the Bands and played at 
the massive Australia day concert at The Cairns Esplanade 
and are currently working on their upcoming album “Alien” 
which is somewhat of a progression from their debut EP 
“Piece by Peace” which showcased the duo in their raw duo 
splendour, the new album “Alien” will be incorporating 
guests artists such as Isaac Scott and a myriad of new 
creative orchestration and instrumentation.featuring, horn 



sections, banjo, slide guitar, ukulele and even the greek 
instrument the bouzouki. !
The album is due for release in early Feb 2018, so keep 
your ears peeled.!
!
  Savidas live show has been described as “Not to be 
missed” so look out for them in one of their upcoming shows 
in Cairns at amazing venues sun as the Lagoon Stage on 
the panoramic Cairns for shore. and at the “Fight for the 
Reef “ benefit concert at The Jack Hotel!


